ANDS Guides for those supporting the Grant application
Managing and meeting link
Australian Vocabulary Special Interest Group
Australian National Data Service
Website

Where?
Myanmar Book Centre.

Publication trends in Myanmar and reading
Events and activities
and six case studies. The first stage was made possible
launching a new
United Nations 2030 Agenda from all types of libraries in
now available
purpose of connecting academics, researchers and

ORCID
Have you been wondering what ORCHID is and why we are
ORCID (Open Researcher & Contributor ID).

Langenstrass and Katrina McAlpine
Information Online by
this week is available
on this.

year. Elke and her team, together with ITS, will be working
able to load records from the repository for most of last
local museums and district historical societies) until June
advising that they “work with small organisations (such as
Copyright.

Margaret in particular, as well as all those who helped in so
the exhibition, which opened in conjunction with the
PCs from the floor will be set up by early next week. Thanks
Chifley level 3 24x7.

research. A draft business plan for the division will be
planning - building capabilities 3. Contributing to early
exposure, accessibility including digitisation 2. Workforce
together for everyone to see. We agreed that some top
Apthorp (Research Fellow, Research School of Biology and
(DVC Research), Prof Richard Baker (PVC University
Experience, Division of Student Life), Prof Margaret Harding
fortunate to have presentations and discussions with James

We wish Barbara Avis all the best in her move to retirement
Staffing changes

• Institutional Policies and Procedures
for responsible conduct of research
management section

Wed
Linking data and
archives for the social sciences:

Provenance and
Wed
15
Mid-Term Trends:

1.
2.

Collaborative Learning Approaches
Deeper Learning Approaches

Long term trends:

• Dealing with the problem of data management and authorship issues
• Managing copyright and reprographic rights
• Access and delivery to the repository

• Dealing with the problem of data management and authorship issues
• Managing copyright and reprographic rights
• Access and delivery to the repository

The New Media Consortium (NMC)
Top 10 IT Issues.

The National Library has written to us
statement on Identifying Predatory or Pseudo Journals
Schonfeld looks at this issue taking information about Elsevier

and IT differ and are yet the same in critical issues.

new dark age with devastating consequences to humanity.

increases pressures that can lead to unethical behavior. If a
education itself. Furthermore, decreased discretionary
funding, development of quantitative metrics to measure

What's new in scholcomm

Top 10 IT Issues.
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